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quantitatively (for example, through the definition of regional property 
trends or main channel-belt orientations). This limited use of regional 
information does not allow an assessment of the impact of the 
uncertainties associated with the regional knowledge on the overall 
uncertainty of the reservoir model. 
A novel approach is proposed in this study, which allows us to 
consistently integrate basin-scale information into reservoir models. A 
new type of data, related to the distribution of the potential 
hydrocarbon-bearing volumes at basin scale, was obtained from a 2-DH 
process-based stratigraphic forward model (SFM) and integrated as a soft 
constraint in the geostatistical reservoir modeling. As a consequence, 
reservoir models are quantitatively consistent with the large-scale 
geological setting defined by the SFM output. Furthermore, the 
uncertainty associated with each SFM parameter can be propagated to 
reserve estimation. Thus the partitioning of the overall uncertainty 
affecting a reservoir model into the contributions of the uncertainties 
at the basin and reservoir scales can be quantitatively assessed.  
Several synthetic case studies were carried out with and without 
conditioning to SFM output, which verified the effectiveness of the 
method. A logical next step is to apply the proposed methodology to a 
real-world case. 
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ABSTRACT 
Current static reservoir models are created by quantitative integration of interpreted well and seismic data 
through geostatistical tools. In these models, equiprobable realizations of structural settings and property 
distributions can be generated by stochastic simulation techniques. The integration of regional (or basin) 
scale knowledge in reservoir models is typically performed qualitatively or semi-quantitatively (for example, 
through the definition of regional property trends or main channel-belt orientations). This limited use of 
regional information does not allow an assessment of the impact of the uncertainties associated with the 
regional knowledge on the overall uncertainty of the reservoir model. 
A novel approach is proposed in this study, which allows us to consistently integrate basin-scale 
information into reservoir models. A new type of data, related to the distribution of the potential 
hydrocarbon-bearing volumes at basin scale, was obtained from a 2-DH process-based stratigraphic forward 
model (SFM) and integrated as a soft constraint in the geostatistical reservoir modeling. As a consequence, 
reservoir models are quantitatively consistent with the large-scale geological setting defined by the SFM 
output. Furthermore, the uncertainty associated with each SFM parameter can be propagated to reserve 
estimation. Thus the partitioning of the overall uncertainty affecting a reservoir model into the contributions 
of the uncertainties at the basin and reservoir scales can be quantitatively assessed.  
Several synthetic case studies were carried out with and without conditioning to SFM output, which 
verified the effectiveness of the method. A logical next step is to apply the proposed methodology to a real-
world case.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Geological reservoir modeling encompasses all aspects related to the definition of the structural, 
stratigraphic, lithological and petrophysical properties of subsurface rocks, leading to the estimation of the 
spatial distribution and the volume of hydrocarbons in place (Mallet, 2002).  
Available information for geological reservoir modeling includes static and dynamic data at different 
scales (Fig.1), ranging from centimeters (core data) to kilometers (2D/3D seismic). Typically, reservoir 
models result from the quantitative integration of available static data, i.e. well logs, core data and seismic 
data (Cosentino, 2001, Benetatos and Viberti, 2010). These kinds of data are complementary because well 
data are characterized by high vertical resolution (log sampling is usually in the order of decimeters) and low 
horizontal resolution (well spacing is usually some hundreds of meters to some kilometers and wells are not 
uniformly distributed), whereas seismic data is characterized by relatively high horizontal resolution (tens of 
meters) and low vertical resolution (tens of meters). In creating static reservoir models, depth horizons 
derived from seismic data provide the structural description, whereas well logs give information about the 
vertical distribution of reservoir lithologies.  
Generally, due to the low density of wells in the oil industry, the vertical trend corresponding to the 
average proportional abundance of lithofacies encountered in the wells is assigned to the entire domain in the 
form of a vertical proportion curve. This assumption of stationarity assumes that statistics from wells are 
representative of the 3D field properties. However, stationarity cannot be easily justified from a 
sedimentological point of view, and the extent to which vertical proportion curves represent the actual mean 
lithofacies abundances depends strongly on the number and pattern of wells (Massonnat, 1999). Approaches 
based on stationary random functions therefore often lead to inaccurate reservoir models (Labourdette et al., 
2008). 
If the stationarity hypothesis does not hold true in the volume of interest, additional geological 
information should be incorporated into the modeling workflow to constrain stochastic simulations. Several 
approaches have been developed during recent years to quantify the lateral variability of reservoir lithology: 
(1) Information extraction from seismic surveys (e.g. Beucher et al., 1999; Marion et al., 2000; Strebelle et 
al., 2003; Zachariassen et al., 2006); (2) Building of a 3D paleobathymetry grid from sedimentological well 
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data (Massonnat, 1999); (3) Using analogous geological situations (Howell et al., 2014); (4) Integrating 
dynamic data, such as well-test interpretation and production data (e.g. Oliver, 1994; Wen et al., 1998); (5) 
Integrating sedimentological cross sections (Labourdette, 2008), and (6) incorporating local prior probability 
in stochastic reservoir simulation (e.g. Deutsch, 2002; Mallet, 2002). 
In this study we propose a novel methodology to quantitatively integrate basin-scale information into 
reservoir models and account for the associated uncertainty. The proposed methodology allows the 
construction of a quantitative prior 3D probability cube of lithology (or lithofacies) proportions, by 
introduction of additional basin-scale information, not extractable from either well or seismic data, but 
obtainable from stratigraphic forward models (SFMs). In a previous study (Sacchi et al., 2015) we illustrated 
how the most likely scenarios could be selected from a series of SFM realizations by an objective function 
which quantifies the discrepancy between the actual and predicted elevation of a regional seismic reflector 
corresponding to the reservoir top. In the present study, we show that the SFM constraints permit us to 
reconstruct a geological reservoir model by geostatistical techniques, which may be used to downscale the 
results of the SFM to the reservoir grid. In particular, we show that we can successfully interpolate the local 
information derived from well logs by imposing a spatial correlation expressed in terms of covariance. The 
uncertainty associated with spatial prediction is modeled by random function theory. In a follow-up study, 
we intend to apply the methodology proposed by Sacchi et al. (2015) and the present study to a real-world 
case. 
 
2 METHODOLOGY  
The workflow proposed in this study aims at integrating typical data sets used for geological reservoir 
modeling, made up of well and seismic data, with a potentially new kind of data, represented by the 
parameters estimated by a quantitative Stratigraphic Forward Model (SFM). The SFM provides the channel-
belt architecture at basin scale, which can be expressed as a non-stationary 3D probability distribution of 
depositional lithofacies proportions. This probability cube was used as additional input for the geostatistical 
reservoir model. The proposed workflow was applied to a fluvio-deltaic environment. 
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Two geostatistical approaches are in widespread use for modeling reservoirs in fluvio-deltaic 
environments (Daly and Caers, 2010), namely Object-Based Facies Modeling (OBFM) (Georgsen et al., 
1994) and Multiple-Point Statistics (MPS) (Strebelle, 2002). The first technique directly addresses the issues 
of geometry and connectivity, producing a model that contains explicit representations of the channel 
features conditioned to data. However, in some circumstances conditioning to data can be difficult, for 
example with dense well data sets or with multiple soft probability fields (Tetzlaff et al., 2005; Strebelle, 
2012; Caers and Zhang, 2004). The second technique complements traditional variogram driven cell-based 
modeling as well as the object modeling approach. In fact, it is a cell-based approach that uses a training 
image to estimate the multivariate distribution of quantities of interest, instead of a variogram-based 
algorithm that expresses a simple bivariate distribution. Both approaches were considered in this study, and 
their ability to integrate basin data whilst preserving realistic geometry was analyzed and compared. 
Incomplete information on the geological features and geophysical parameters characterizing the 
subsurface induces uncertainty in every aspect and in every phase of reservoir geological modeling (Caers, 
2005). Uncertainty of the integrated basin information was taken into account and propagated to the reservoir 
scale. The proposed workflow is summarized in Figure 2, and is described in detail in the following 
subsections. 
2.1 Stratigraphic Forward Model  
For basin-scale simulation an aggregated, 2DH (depth-averaged flow in the two-dimensional horizontal 
plane) stratigraphic model, called SimClast (Dalman and Weltje, 2008, 2011) was adopted. SimClast was 
developed from 2005 to 2008 at Delft University of Technology (Netherlands) to study the complex 
interactions between fluvial and wave influences on deltaic and shore-face development. SimClast features, 
relevant for this study, are: realistic channel network development, channel stability based on dynamic 
calculation of super elevation, and sub-grid parametrization of channel features governing avulsions and 
floodplain aggradation. The term sub-grid parameterization originated in the field of computational fluid 
dynamics (Meneveau, 2010). In the context of this study, it refers to the implementation of small-scale 
processes which govern the evolution of drainage networks (such as avulsions) as sub-grid scale routines into 
the large-scale basin-filling model. In SimClast the subgrid parametrization of alluvial processes and 
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stratigraphy is performed to incorporate the small-scale processes and stratigraphic/architectural elements 
into the large-scale 2DH stratigraphic model, resulting in the level of vertical detail required for geological 
reservoir modeling with a moderate amount of computational effort.  
In order to perform one simulation with SimClast several environmental parameters have to be set: the 
initial surface and subsurface sediment properties, the sea level change, the (spatially variable) subsidence, 
the river inflow location, the discharge and sediment supply over the runtime, the wave regime, and the 
current pattern at the grid boundaries (Dalman and Weltje, 2011). As in the previous study (Sacchi et al., 
2015), our main focus was on the analysis of the impact of the variation of three environmental parameters 
that have the largest influence during the geologically short time interval simulated (ca. 8000 years): (1) 
initial topography, (2) sea level and (3) sediment entry point. The other parameters were assumed to be 
known and constant. Each model run was conducted under time-invariant forcing, i.e. constant sea level, 
liquid discharge and sediment load. Two discrete sediment classes were considered: sand, mostly deposited 
in and near fluviodeltaic channels, and clay, representative of the floodplain and shallow-marine plume 
deposits.  
 
2.2 Channel-belt architecture at basin scale 
When a SimClast basin simulation is run, output is generated in the form of multiple maps (snapshots) of 
topography, sedimentation patterns and discharge. Furthermore, a 3D cube of discrete stratigraphic data of 
sediment thickness, grain size and age is created for the entire area. The information related to channel 
architecture was extracted from the sub-grid parameterization of the fluvio-deltaic architecture, which 
specifies channel patterns in terms of volume of channelized deposits, flow direction and channel top for 
each grid node ),( yx . 
The fluvial architecture is constrained to the horizontal discretization of the SFM. The horizontal 
dimension of the grid cells in the reservoir model is one order of magnitude below that of the SFM; this 
implies that lithological variability at the basin scale obtained by the SFM should be regarded as spatially 
averaged information at the reservoir scale. In particular, channels are assumed to have a smaller width than 
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the cell dimension (Dalman and Weltje, 2008), thus their exact location cannot be resolved at basin scale, nor 
is it possible to determine the width to thickness (W/T) ratio of the channels inside each cell generated by the 
SFM.  
The sub-grid information was extracted to obtain a 3D distribution of channel occurrence probability at 
basin scale. This information was integrated as a soft constraint in the geostatistical simulation which 
complies with the uncertainty related to the exact channel position at reservoir scale. 
The channel occurrence probability for each location ),,( zyx  was calculated as follows: 
 
cell
CH
CH
V
V
zyxP ),,(       (1) 
 
where CHV  is the channel volume in position ),,( zyx  while cellV  represents the grid cell volume. Channel 
occurrence probability (PCH) was assumed to be constant along the channel thickness  h .  
Since the subgrid parameterization does not supply any information about channel width, length or thickness, 
the latter was estimated from the channel volume, given a W/T ratio  f : 
 , , CH
CH
V
h x y z
l f
      (2) 
where CHl  (channel length) was approximated with the cell extension x . The W/T ratio employed equals 
250, a representative value for distributary channels and crevasse deposits (Reynolds, 1999). 
2.3 Reservoir realizations constrained to basin information 
For each SFM scenario several equiprobable stochastic reservoir scenarios were generated, both with 
the multiple-point geostatistical approach and the object-based facies modeling approach. In other words, 
each vector of SFM input parameters (sea level, initial topography and sediment entry point) generated 
several reservoir realizations, which were expressed in terms of spatial lithology distribution over the 
reservoir-scale grid. This approach was followed in order to capture the uncertainty associated with the 
downscaling of each scenario to the reservoir-scale grid.  
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The geostatistical approach provides a weighted integration of the different kinds of data (Daly and Caers, 
2010). Well data, in the form of lithology logs previously defined, are classified as ‘hard’ data because they 
derive from the interpretation of direct measurements. Well stratigraphy constitutes a strong constraint 
during model building and it is integrated into the model without any modification. The depth horizons 
derived from seismic data interpretation were also assumed to be fixed (i.e. equal for all realizations). 
Conversely, local basin information was integrated as soft constraining data: the distribution of channel 
volume fraction at basin scale was softly imposed as a volume trend. In other words, the information arising 
from SFM simulation was converted into a 3D probability cube of lithology proportions and locally imposed 
at each grid cell. 
Basin-scale averaged information, such as the overall channel volume fraction and the main channel 
orientation, was also integrated. In the multiple-point geostatistical approach the overall sand fraction and 
main channel orientation was integrated in the training image: different training images were constructed 
based on the sand fraction and channel orientation obtained by different SFM scenarios. In the object-
modeling approach the sand fraction and channel orientation are required parameters. Channel orientation 
was assumed normally distributed with a mean equal to the mode of the SFM simulations and a fixed 
standard deviation (45°), corresponding to the highest SFM resolution, was imposed. The remaining 
parameters were taken from literature (Reynolds, 1999; Gibling, 2006): amplitude and wavelength were 
assigned a triangular distribution with given minimum, mean and maximum values. The W/T ratio was fixed 
at 250; the width was triangularly distributed with a minimum value equal to 300 m, a mean value of 450 m 
and maximum value of 600 m. 
 
2.4 Uncertainty at basin scale 
A reasonable degree of uncertainty was imposed on each of the three considered SFM parameters 
(Sacchi et al., 2015). A range of variability for sea level and location of the sediment entry point was 
assumed. Several initial topographies at basin scale were stochastically generated by perturbing a reference 
initial topography and constraining the surface to the stratigraphy observed at wells. The input parameters 
were assumed to be independent and uniformly distributed over the chosen ranges. A systematic sampling 
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algorithm (Cochran, 1963) was applied to extract basin scenarios representative of the considered 
uncertainty. This approach differs from a classic Monte Carlo method because a quasi-random sequence in 
place of a random sequence is exploited in the sampling stage (Caflisch, 1998). A Quasi-Monte Carlo 
method requires a smaller number of samples to reach the same accuracy as a classic Monte Carlo method 
when the population is uniformly distributed, because it emphasizes a thorough coverage of the area of 
interest (Pal, 1998) and eliminates the clumping phenomenon, which is a limiting factor in the accuracy of 
the Monte Carlo method (Caflisch, 1998). As a consequence, the computational cost is significantly reduced. 
More complicated sampling approaches could also be applied, such as Latin Hypercube Models (Vose, 
1996) or searching algorithms (eg. Falivene et al., 2014) but they are beyond the scope of this paper. 
A SFM simulation was run for each quasi-random sample in order to account for uncertainty over basin 
input parameters, obtaining a 3D distribution of channel occurrence probability at basin scale for each 
scenario. Successively, the most promising scenarios were extracted by comparing the basin simulation 
results with the available data (i.e. depth horizons derived from seismic and well stratigraphy). Making use 
of the results of Sacchi et al. (2015), two goodness of fit functions were implemented, quantifying the ability 
of each scenario to match the available depth horizons derived from seismic and lithological logs, 
respectively. Details are reported in the appendix (eq. A1 and A2).  
 
2.5 Accounting for basin uncertainty at the reservoir scale 
The uncertainty associated with the spatial distribution of lithology at the reservoir scale could be 
estimated from the set of stochastic reservoir realizations. This is a non-trivial task because the data to be 
analyzed included several variables evaluated simultaneously and, thus, it represents a multivariate statistic 
of correlated variables (Johnson and Wichern, 2002). The realization of a property (channel occurrence in 
our case) over the grid is a vector of correlated variables (one for each grid point), where the correlation 
comes from the principle of spatial continuity, i.e. two data points close to each other are more likely to have 
similar values than two data points that are farther apart (Isaaks and Srivastava, 1989). In the proposed 
methodology such a correlation was guaranteed both at basin scale, by the SFM equations, and at reservoir 
scale, by the geostatistical theory. 
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Large data sets, such as the 3D lithofacies pattern realizations, pose serious obstacles to visual 
inference. It is not possible to visualize the uncertainties over the local realizations of each grid cell all 
together. Rather than summarizing this information by using descriptive statistics, we selected a number of 
representative locations to analyze. The nine selected locations (W1 – W9) follow a regular pattern in order 
to uniformly cover the reservoir area (Fig. 5b). The number of locations was chosen to preserve the statistical 
representativeness of the results, as a determined from sensitivity analysis.   
Uncertainty obtained from the reservoir realizations was shown in terms of sand probability curve at the 
selected locations: sand probability of each scenario ( ),,( zyxPsand ) was calculated as the mean of the local 
sand distribution over all the realizations of the given scenario. The local sandP  represents a marginal 
distribution, because the correlation between sand realization in other levels of the same location or at other 
locations were neglected in the calculation of local distribution percentiles. The local probability 
distributions were graphically represented by first, second and third quartiles. The lithology prediction at a 
given monitoring location, expressed by any significant vertical variation in sand probability, was verified by 
comparison against a reference case.  
 
3 REFERENCE CASE AND SYNTHETIC DATASET 
A synthetic appraisal scenario was considered, with four wells penetrating the reservoir. A SFM reference 
case was chosen extending for 50 km in the north-south direction and for 47 km in the east-west direction. 
The initial topography was generated with a general dip to the north-east; the altitude varies from 24 m to 74 
m, resulting in an average slope of about 0.1%. The sea level was set equal to 44.5 m (above the actual sea 
level). The sediment supply was assumed to enter from an intermediate location along the west side of the 
model. Sedimentation was simulated over a period of 8000 years. Over the course of this comparatively short 
time interval (geologically speaking), the sediment entry point did not migrate laterally, the sea level was 
stable, and climate fluctuations as mirrored in changes of liquid and solid discharge were absent. A time step 
of 1 year was imposed, giving a vertical resolution of ~10 cm for the selected parameter set (in theory the 
SFM's vertical scale is unlimited). The selected time step is a good compromise between a reasonably 
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contained simulation time and a vertical resolution which has to be comparable with core and log data 
resolution. Figure 3a shows the vertically averaged net to gross (N/G) ratio, representing the proportion of 
sand. Main channel belt deposits are in yellow to red color (high N/G). The four wells A, B, C, and D, 
located in the model’s central area, are also displayed. The area was discretized (fig. 3b) in a regular grid 
with cell dimensions (x, y) equal to 1 km x 1 km, representing the smallest horizontal spacing tolerated by 
SimClast. The corresponding grid at reservoir scale is 100 m x 100 m . 
From this reference case, a synthetic data set was extracted which may be considered representative of 
data sets available for geological reservoir modeling. It consists of: 
• The top stratigraphic surface, defined through the seismic interpretation. 
• The lithology intercepted by wells A, B, C, D. Typically it is derived from the correlation of wireline 
logs to the core data. 
• The well control points for bottom (initial topography) and top surfaces. They are typically defined 
from well log analysis. 
A synthetic top stratigraphic surface was generated by perturbing the final topography simulated by the 
SFM to account for the overall seismic uncertainty: 
sgsbcr UUSS  1           (3) 
where: 
 Sbc: base case, or reference surface 
U1σ: depth error on the reference surface with assigned standard deviation  
Usgs: stochastic error surface obtained by Sequential Gaussian simulation with zero mean and unit 
standard deviation, conditioned to wells A, B, C, and D. 
As a result, seismic data cover the entire basin area with horizontal resolution equal to 1000 x 1000 m. 
In order to be consistent with the definition of the initial topographic surface, the same degree of 
uncertainty was considered. The initial and top stratigraphic surface quotes in correspondence of grid blocks 
intercepting wells were constrained to the well control points. Finally, well lithology was synthetically 
generated by downscaling the SFM lithologies of the cells containing wells A, B, C and D to reservoir scale 
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(fig. 4). Downscaling was performed by geostatistical simulation (Multiple-Point Statistics) in which the 
channel pattern information at basin scale was integrated by soft constraining.  
 
4 RESULTS 
4.1 Degree of integration of SFM with MPS vs. OBFM 
Tests were conducted in order to identify the best geostatistical approach for integration of SFM 
information. Two different approaches were considered: Multiple-Point Statistics (MPS) and Object-Based 
Facies Modeling (OBFM). The 3D channel occurrence probability at basin scale (PCH ) for the reference case 
is shown in fig. 5a and two corresponding reservoir realizations simulated with OBFM and MPS, 
respectively, are shown in fig. 6 (a) and (b). Significantly different responses were observed. A volume-
weighted upscaling to the basin scale of the reservoir realizations of fig. 6 was performed, obtaining the 
channel volume fraction at the basin scale shown in fig. 7. A quantitative comparison of the obtained channel 
volume fractions with the imposed channel probability distribution is shown in fig. 8 in terms of a 2D map 
and the distribution of the depth-averaged error. Both methods allow integration of the basin information, but 
Multiple-Point Statistics appears to respect the imposed constraints more accurately (fig. 8 ). 
The degree of integration of the basin data was further analyzed by comparing the basin channel 
occurrence probability to the synthetic lithostratigraphy obtained at monitoring locations W1, W3, W5, W7, 
W9 in the two cases (fig. 9). Note that when a zero channel occurrence probability is imposed, reservoir 
realization obtained by MPS always exhibit clay (floodplain deposits), while OBFM sometimes exhibits a 
channel sand (for instance at W1,W3,W9), thus ignoring the assigned constraint. This is due to the difficulty 
of honoring a wide array of soft and hard constraints with the OBFM method (Hauge et al., 2007). New 
developments and approaches are being developed to reduce this limitation (Syversveen et al., 2011). In 
conclusion, the Multiple-Point Statistics proved to respect the constraints, while the Object-Based Facies 
Modeling was not able to honor all the soft data provided to steer the simulations. As a consequence, we 
used the Multiple-point Statistics modeling technique in the proposed workflow. 
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4.2 Lithology prediction at reservoir scale 
Further analyses were performed to monitor the local sand probability distribution at reservoir scale 
obtained by geostatistical realizations constrained to the SFM reference case. A comparison of the reference 
case with geostatistical reservoir models obtained without any basin-scale SFM constraints was also 
performed to verify the effectiveness of the proposed workflow relative to the standard methodology, which 
only relies on seismic and well data. For this exercise, the sand volume fraction was estimated from well 
logs, assuming that lithofacies proportions at wells were representative of the entire reservoir area. A vertical 
proportion curve derived from the layer average of well data was calculated (fig. 10). The channel width, 
amplitude, wavelength and width-to-thickness values were assumed as in the constrained case. Three ranges 
of variability were considered to represent the uncertainty over channel directions ( 0°- 60°, 60°- 120°, 120°-
180°), with the minimum and maximum end members being 60° and 180° degree angles, respectively. One 
hundred unconstrained realizations were run for each of the three considered channel direction ranges. This 
number was verified to be statistically representative, as increasing the number of realizations did not 
materially change the results. An example of one of the 300 realizations of facies architecture generated by 
the MPS methodology as described above without any basin-scale constraints (fig. 11) is compared with a 
realization conditioned to the calculated vertical proportion curve (fig. 12), and with a realization 
conditioned to the 3D lithofacies probability distribution (fig. 13). Fig. 11 does not show any particular trend, 
neither horizontally (a) nor vertically (b). In fig. 12b the effect of the imposed vertical trend is clearly visible. 
In fig. 13 the effect of a 3D trend is clearly shown, both horizontally (a) and vertically (b). 
In order to evaluate the local predictability obtainable without any basin constraining, the predicted sand 
probability (
sandP ) was calculated from the 300 realizations described above, at the nine monitoring locations 
(W1-W9) shown in Fig. 5b. A sand probability curve for each location was calculated at each depth point as 
the ratio between the number of realizations exhibiting sand and the total number of reservoir realizations. 
The obtained curves were then compared with the imposed N/G value (arising from well data) and with the 
lithostratigraphy of the reference reservoir realization. In fig. 14a nine plots are displayed, one for each 
selected location (W1-W9) at which the reservoir scale lithological sequence has been monitored. The sand 
probability curve is distributed quite uniformly along the wells, according to the imposed sand fraction. In 
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other words, by averaging over a large number of realizations the mean N/G value of the reservoir is 
obtained almost uniformly everywhere. This is in accordance with the stationarity assumption. Because no 
information about channel trends was provided, the same statistical properties (mean N/G value) were 
assigned to the entire domain. Consequently, without information about the channel trends obtained from 
SFM, it is impossible to infer the channel architecture at the reservoir scale. Analogously, imposing a vertical 
proportion curve on the overall reservoir area would give a vertical predictability which is not representative 
of the entire reservoir. In particular, monitoring locations W1-W4 would be badly represented (cf. the 
vertical proportion curve in fig.10 and the W1-W4 stratigraphy in fig. 14).  
In Figure 14b we show the average of 100 realizations which were generated with the 3D channel 
occurrence probability from the SFM simulation as an additional soft constraint. A significant vertical and 
horizontal variability of the sand probability curve is observed (fig. 14b), thus the channel location can 
actually be predicted. Furthermore channels and floodplain occurrence are statistically preserved, both 
locally as well as globally. 
4.3 PCH uncertainty propagated to the reservoir scale  
Finally, the impact of inaccurate basin characterization on the quality of lithology prediction was 
investigated, by exploring the ranges of SFM input parameters. The uncertainty associated with the 
definition of the initial topography was represented by a set of 22 realizations, which were stochastically 
generated by perturbing the initial topographic surface of the reference case (Sacchi et al., 2015). The 
sediment entry point was located to the west side of the model, i.e. on the highest elevation of the surface 
dipping to the north east. Starting from an intermediate position on the west side, a range of 10 km to the 
north and to the south was considered. For the sea level, which was assumed to be constant during the 
simulated time interval, values in the range 35 to 60 m were considered, with a sampling interval of 0.5 
meters. The definition of the highest sea level was based on well data. The main constraint on the lower 
boundary of sea level was the assumption that each well location (A, B, C, D) should be comprised of solely 
fluvial deposition, that is above sea level.  
Following the approach of Sacchi et al. (2015), the uncertainty over basin parameters was 
propagated to PCH and the possibility to reduce the resulting uncertainty by a posteriori check of the 
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scenario's goodness of fit was addressed. The results are shown in a depth-averaged 2D map (fig. 15a-15c) 
and in 1D vertical plot (fig.16a-16b), respectively. Figure 15a shows the PCH values averaged over all the 
considered scenarios (2000); figure 15b provides the PCH values averaged over a subset of the most likely 
scenarios (100) selected according to the FCH and Ftop_surf criteria (see Appendix) applied sequentially; figure 
15c shows the PCH values for the reference case. The PCH variability in the vertical direction (fig. 16a and 
16b) was evaluated for the specific locations W1-W9, displayed in fig. 5b. The PCH median value over all 
considered scenarios (fig. 16a) and over the 100 most likely scenarios (fig. 16b) are compared to the 
reference case values. A clear improvement of the PCH median was observed when we filtered out the 
scenarios that did not meet the goodness of fit criteria, especially at locations W3, W6 and W9. The 
comparison reveals how the selection of the most likely scenarios reduces the uncertainty related to the 
sandy channel occurrence at basin scale, which would be otherwise unfeasibly high (fig. 15a).  
As already observed in a previous study (Sacchi et al., 2015), the goodness of fit trends observed for 
the considered reference case show significantly better values in the range of the sediment entry point 26-32 
km and in the range of the sea level 40.5-50.5 m. As a consequence, the parameters were limited to those 
smaller ranges, thus reducing the number of scenarios considered for the analysis from thousands to 
hundreds. These scenarios were used to constrain the stochastic reservoir realizations, from which the sand 
probability distribution is estimated. The remaining uncertainty was propagated to the channel occurrence 
probability by SFM simulation, and subsequently to the reservoir 3D facies architecture following the Quasi-
Monte Carlo approach. For each considered scenario 100 geostatistical realizations (MPS) were generated 
and the corresponding sand probability curves at W1-W9 locations were computed. Then, the sand 
probability uncertainty range was estimated at the W1-W9 monitoring locations based on the entire set of 
curves derived for the different scenarios. The uncertainty was expressed as the interval between the first and 
the third quartile of the corresponding distribution, which corresponds to the 25° and 75° percentile, 
respectively. Results are shown in figure 17. The black line represents the median of the local sand 
probability distribution obtained for all the considered scenarios, while the grey area represents the 
associated uncertainty (25°-75° percentile). On the right, the lithological stratigraphy of the reference case is 
shown. It can be noted that the presence of shale in the deeper layers is correctly detected, especially in wells 
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W5-W9. Conversely, the position of the sand intervals is subject to a high degree of uncertainty, especially 
in wells W1-W4. Thus, reliable SFM inference is essential for uncertainty reduction. 
In order to investigate how efficiently the goodness of fit functions could be exploited to reduce the 
uncertainty at reservoir scale, the presented goodness of fit criteria (eq. A1-A2) were compared by extracting 
small subsets containing the most promising basin scenarios according to each criterion and calculating the 
corresponding uncertainty at reservoir scale. To make a fair comparison, instead of imposing thresholds on 
the goodness of fit values, subsets of equal size were extracted for each case: the 10 most promising basin 
scenarios according to each criterion were chosen, corresponding to 1000 reservoir realizations each. 
Firstly, the goodness of fit based on the top stratigraphic surfaces (Ftop_surf) was imposed in two variants: 
considering the entire basin area and restricting to the reservoir area only. In both cases the 10 most 
promising scenarios extracted had a sediment entry point between 28 and 30 km (reference case 30 km). 
However, only the goodness of fit calculated over the entire domain was able to identify the scenarios 
corresponding to the reference initial topography. Thus, the estimated sand probability distribution at 
reservoir scale was more precise and accurate when the entire domain was considered (fig. 18a vs fig. 18b). 
It is pointed out that the accuracy depends on the seismic resolution that was explicitly accounted for in 
equation A1 through a tolerance term. 
Secondly, a subset of scenarios was extracted by comparing the stratigraphy at wells A, B, C, D with the 
corresponding channel occurrence probability at basin scale and selecting the 10 scenarios offering the best 
match in terms of FCH. The uncertainty corresponding to this subset was very high (fig. 18c), which indicates 
that this criterion alone is not very informative, unless the number of available wells is large.  
Finally, a combination of the two goodness of fit criteria (top stratigraphic surface at the basin scale and 
lithostratigraphy) was investigated. Different combinations of the two criteria were considered: 
 linear combination (F), where each goodness of fit value was normalized by the mode of the 
corresponding distribution in order to weigh the two criteria. That is: 
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 Pareto approach: only the scenarios that had a set of goodness of fit values, which were not 
simultaneously improved by any other scenarios, were extracted. 
 Union of the best five basin scenarios with respect to each criterion 
 Intersection of the best scenarios from two bigger subsets; subsets of 100 scenarios for each 
criterion were necessary to find 10 intersections. 
 Cascade selection: firstly the 30 most likely basin realizations with respect to their ability to fit the 
top stratigraphic surface were selected; among them, the 10 most likely realizations with respect to 
lithostratigraphy were extracted. 
In the considered reference case, the union criterion gave the best results (fig. 18d). 
 
5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
As shown in this study and Sacchi et al. (2015), reservoir modeling could significantly benefit from the 
integration of quantitative basin scale information obtained from SFMs. In particular, stratigraphic forward 
modelling can be used to steer the reconstruction of the internal reservoir geometry and to reduce the 
uncertainty in the distribution of the hydrocarbon-bearing lithologies. Uncertainty reduction is of crucial 
importance, especially during the early appraisal phase of a reservoir when relevant decisions have to be 
taken but few wells are drilled and, as a consequence, a limited amount of data is available to perform a 
reliable volumetric estimate. Furthermore, the prediction of the channel body geometry and stacking 
architecture in a fluvial depositional environment, can effectively assist in planning the strategy for new or 
infill wells. 
The approach proposed in this paper has proved very efficient in estimating the lithological fraction of the 
hydrocarbon bearing rocks in a fluvio-deltaic environment. The integration of the basin information [i.e. the 
3D channel-belt occurrence probability, the overall channel body (sand) versus floodplain (shale) volumes 
and the channel directions] was accomplished by geostatistical simulations. Two methodologies were 
considered, being the most widely used to describe channelized deposits: Object-Based Facies Modeling and 
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Multiple-Point Statistics. The latter offered a satisfactory integration of all the available information (i.e. 
reservoir and basin data), whereas the former proved to be less accurate. 
The proposed workflow allows us to investigate the uncertainty affecting a reservoir model, arising from 
limited information on initial and boundary conditions of the basin-scale SFM, as well as from the adopted 
geostatistical approach for lithofacies simulation at the reservoir scale. An accurate assessment of initial and 
boundary conditions for the SFM is required for reliable prediction of channel locations and local to global 
N/G ratios. The reduction of the uncertainty of SFM input by application of a goodness of fit function 
significantly improved the predictability of the lithofacies distribution at reservoir scale. With the considered 
data set, the comparison between the SFM output with the stratigraphic surfaces derived from seismic 
interpretation proved to be extremely effective for inferring the SFM parameters. The effectivity is directly 
linked to the vertical and horizontal resolution and coverage of available seismic data. The effectivity of 
goodness of fit functions based on well lithology should increase with the number of wells. In exploration 
and appraisal phases when few wells are available, their effectivity is expected to be limited. 
Significant improvement of the proposed methodology may be possible if the overall 3D reservoir 
architecture in the form of channel patterns can be evaluated rather than monitoring the lithology at defined 
reservoir locations as in the current analysis. In this way, the assessment of the uncertainty based on the sand 
probability from a joint distribution of the sand volumes rather than from a marginal distribution would be 
possible. Implementation of methods such as advocated by Karamitopoulos et al. (2014) would allow us to 
rigorously take into account the 3D relations of lithological bodies in the uncertainty estimation. 
A careful calibration of SFMs was shown to be mandatory for uncertainty reduction. To this end the 
application of automatic search methods with the objective of finding a range of valid models will be 
investigated. A promising approach for this kind of application is a modification of the gradient-free 
neighborhood algorithm (Falivene et al., 2014). A logical next step is to apply the proposed methodology to 
a real-world case.  
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APPENDIX 
The two goodness of fit functions used to filter the basin scenarios were presented in Sacchi et al. (2015) 
and are reported here for sake of completeness. 
 The function measuring the mismatch between evidence of channel /non-channel facies from a 
lithological log and the corresponding channel occurrence probability (PCH) from simulated results was 
expressed by: 
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where )z(R iiw  is the lithology of well iw at the quote iz , CH is the channel lithology, )z(P iiwCH  is the 
channel volume fraction of the grid cell intercepting the thiw  well at the depth 
iz ; iiwnz  is the number of 
depth points of the thiw  well that are expected for sure not to intercept a channel  0)z(P iiwCH , analogously
jiwnz  is the number of depth points of the 
thiw well that are expected to surely intercept a channel
 1)z(P jiwCH ; wellsn is the number of wells  
The function expressing the goodness of fit with top seismic surface was defined as: 
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where nxny is the number of cells of the grid covering the area;  surf_topz2  is the variance among depth 
data of the top surface and  ii y,xd is the punctual distance between surfaces, computed as: 
   0,toll)y,x(z)y,x(zMaxy,xd iisurf_refiisurf_topii     (A3) 
where  iisurftop yxz ,_  is the elevation of the simulated final topography in the cell corresponding to the 
coordinates 
ii yx ,  ,  _ ,ref surf i iz x y  is the elevation of the final topography in the same location according to 
seismic data and toll is a tolerance interval (i.e. 5m). 
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It should be pointed out that differently from hard data (i.e. well logs and well tops), seismic data is 
affected by a substantial degree of uncertainty. In fact, depth (geo)referencing of well logs is directly 
achieved by measuring the wire length at each acquisition point while depth (geo)referencing of seismic 
interpretation is obtained indirectly, and errors can occur in the interpretation phases (i.e. depth conversion of 
time data through the definition of a velocity model). Thus in the case of seismic data, the defined goodness 
of fit function accounts for a uncertainty in the reference data by considering zero misfit if the surface is 
comprised in a confidence interval of  5m for the seismic top surface horizon.  
NOMENCLATURE 
d = punctual distance between surfaces [m] 
f = channel width to thickness ratio [-] 
FCH = fitness function evaluating misfit between PCH and lithological log data[-] 
Ftop_surf = fitness function evaluating misfit between simulated top surface and seismic data [-] 
h = channel thickness [m] 
lCH = channel length [m] 
PCH = channel occurrence probability [-] 
Psand = sand probability [-] 
R = lithological log [-] 
Vcell = grid cell volume [m
3
] 
VCH = channel volume within a grid cell [m
3
] 
zref_surf = punctual elevation of reference top surface [m] 
ztop_surf = punctual elevation of simulated top surface [m] 
2 = elevation variance [m2] 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Fig. 1: Resolution and coverage of a typical data set for geological reservoir modeling. 
Fig. 2: Geological reservoir modeling workflow proposed in this study. 
Fig. 3: 3D view of basin-scale model in terms of net to gross and fluvial architecture at reservoir scale. 
Reference wells A to D are displayed. Comparison of gridding at basin and reservoir scale is shown (b). 
Fig. 4: Lithology at wells A, B, C, D (reference case). 
Fig. 5: (a) 3D channel occurrence probability distribution (reference case) at the basin scale in the reservoir 
area and (b) plane map showing wells (A, B, C, D) and monitoring locations (W1-W9); gridding at basin and 
reservoir scale is also displayed. 
Fig. 6: Simulations with the geostatistical (a) object modeling and (b) multipoint geostatistics of the 3D 
fluvial architecture at the reservoir scale for the reference case (fig.5). 
Fig. 7: Channel volume fraction at basin scale as obtained from volume-weighted upscaling of the reservoir 
realizations of fig. 8: (a) object modeling and (b) multipoint geostatistics. 
Fig. 8: Maps of the depth-averaged error of volume-weighted upscaling of the 3D lithofacies distributions 
(fig. 9) with respect to the imposed 3D lithofacies distributions (fig.7): (a) object modeling and (b) 
multipoint geostatistics. 
Figure 9: Channel occurrence probability curve (1D) at the basin scale (center) at wells W1, W3, W5, 
W7,W9 and corresponding stratigraphy obtained by multipoint geostatistics (right) and object modeling 
(left). 
Fig. 10: Original lithofacies proportion (a) and sand probability curve (b) as derived from well data. 
Fig. 11: Example of multipoint reservoir realization constrained to wells A, B, C, D with imposed average 
N/G computed from well data: (a) 3D view; (b) frontal section. 
Fig. 12: Example of multipoint reservoir realization constrained to wells A, B, C, D with imposed vertical 
proportion curve computed from well data: (a) 3D view, (b) frontal section compared to imposed vertical 
proportion curve. 
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Fig. 13: Example of multipoint reservoir realization constrained to wells A, B, C, D with imposed 3D facies 
probability distribution arising from basin model: (a) 3D view, (b) frontal section (c) frontal section of facies 
probability distribution cube. 
Fig. 14: Monitoring locations W1-W9: sand probability curves unconditioned (a) and conditioned (b) to the 
3D channel occurrence probability distribution as calculated from a statistically representative number of 
reservoir realizations (MPS approach). Each plot comprises two columns. In the first column, the sand 
probability curve (black line) is plotted against the imposed N/G (red line) (a) or channel occurrence 
probability of the reference case (b). The second column represents the lithological sequence at reservoir 
scale for the base case scenario.  
Fig. 15: Reduction of uncertainty over channel occurrence probability (PCH) at basin scale: average over all 
scenarios (a), average over a subset of selected scenarios (b), reference case (c). PCH values shown in 2D map 
corresponding to the reservoir area are depth-averaged. 
Fig. 16: Reduction of uncertainty over channel occurrence probability (PCH) at basin scale at selected 
monitoring locations (W1-W9): all scenarios (a) and 100/2000 most likely scenarios (b), where FCH and 
Ftop_surf criteria (see Appendix) were sequentially applied. 
Fig. 17: Sand probability curves and their associated uncertainties, arising from uncertainty of the 3D 
channel occurrence probability, which in turn reflects the uncertainty of SFM parameters.  
Fig. 18: Uncertainty reduction via selection of SFM realizations by goodness of fit evaluation; 
comparison of different goodness of fit functions: (a) top stratigraphic surface fitting in the basin area; (b) 
top stratigraphic surface fitting in the reservoir area; (c) lithostratigraphy fitting at wells A, B, C, D; (d) 
union of the best five basin scenarios with respect to criterion of (a) and (c). 
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